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Objective

Shipping Forklift Operator is Weighing or counting items for distribution within plant to ensure 
conformance to company standards. Driving forklift to transport items within the plant. Loading 
finished product on trailers. Reporting potential any potential safety hazards to supervisor 
immediately and complies with required health protocols.

Skills

U.S. Army, Leadership, Management, Forklift, Bobcat, Crane Operator.

Work Experience

Shipping Forklift Operator
ABC Corporation  March 1984 – May 2006 
 Read Finished Product Load Tag, Shipper, or requisition to determine items to be moved, 

gathered, or distributed.
 Conveyed materials and items from receiving or production areas to storage or to other 

designated areas.
 Filled requests for materials, tools, or other stock items and distributes items to production 

co-workers.
 Assembled customer orders and sometimes places orders on pallets or conveys orders to 

shipping department.
 Marked materials with identifying information.
 Opened bales, crates, and other containers.
 Recorded amounts of materials or items received or distributed.

Shipping Forklift Operator
Delta Corporation  1981 – 1984 
 Responsible for loading trucks and completing paperwork on orders for shipments of 

hardwood flooring.
 Also perform any duties requiring a forklift.
 Am also responsible for labeling and storing units of hardwood flooring.
 Army National Guard - Military Police, Truck Driver, Combat Engineer 12/12/2007- Present.
 Responsible for shipping to various companies such as Fed Ex/UPS, while order picking parks 

using an RF scan gun and shipping large items.
 Safety guidelines.
 Load trailers ensuring product is loaded safely and strategically Prepare loads for expedition 

before trailers are loaded Adhere to size and weight .

Education

High School Diploma
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